REASONS TO CHOOSE

QUERCUS BY ELLUCIAN
A flexible, cloud-based solution for the professional and vocational
training sector.
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Designed for the
professional and
vocational training sector
Every training organisation has unique
needs, and Quercus is tailor-made to
address those challenges. That singular
focus means better solutions and
services for your learners and
employees.

The right training-administration system
helps you efficiently manage your records,
streamline your staff’s efforts and deliver a
more convenient, modern experience to your
learners. Equally important, it gives your
organisation the flexibility it needs to adapt
to ever-changing functional and technical
demands.

Discover Quercus by Ellucian.
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A turnkey
training-administration
system

Loaded with
functionality that help
you lower costs

Innovative technology
that positions you for
the future

SaaS
delivery

Quercus is a flexible application that is
configurable by its users, making it an
ever-evolving solution that helps you
keep up with change. There are no
hidden extras or add-on modules to
purchase: the processes you need are
already built in.

Save time, money and staff hours with
smart workflows, efficient document
management, out-of-the-box
connectors and powerful reporting
tools.

Change is constant, and the ability to
adapt is critical. Our R&D team is
always focused on continued
innovation so your organisation can
keep evolving.

Enjoy the convenience and savings of
the software-as-a-service model, with
upgrades managed for you three times
a year. No expensive IT infrastructure to
purchase; no hardware to maintain.
You’ll also love the convenience that
mobile cloud provides—offering you
anytime/anywhere access to your
training data and system.
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Partnering with
Amazon Web
Services

Quick to launch with
Ellucian’s Rapid
Deployment Methodology

Supported
by expert
consultants

Backed by the power
of the Ellucian
community

Enjoy the strength and security of
AWS, including backup and disaster
recovery, data security and resilience
during peak times.

Gain a quick return on your investment
using our accelerated cloud-based
approach. Using proven sprint-based
methodology, some customers are
able to go live in as few as 4-6
weeks—without sacrificing quality.

Access the expertise of our dedicated
project managers, flexible remote
services and seasoned specialists—all
with years of experience in helping
organisations like yours thrive.

Access the knowledge and experience
of our diverse global user community
with over 35,000 registered users.
Enjoy its collegial and collaborative
culture through user groups, forums,
workshops and more.

Created with our mutual
success in mind
Ellucian’s deeply experienced team
works to help organisations achieve
their most pressing objectives—reducing
friction, boosting efficiency, spurring
growth and providing the mobile,
on-demand experience that users
expect. We offer you a committed,
connected and adaptive technology
partnership—because if you don’t
succeed, we don’t succeed.

Visit us at: www.ellucian.com/emea-ap/ to get started today.

